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PAINT POURING
Mastering Fluid Art

The first book on this exciting new art form!

Paint Pouring is a form of abstract art that uses acrylic paints with a runny (fluid) consistency. The acrylic paints react with each other when combined to make interesting and visually organic motifs. Fluid acrylics can be used on many types of substrates through various techniques such as pouring, dripping, swirling, glazing, dipping, and more to create dazzling and masterful effects.

This book provides everything you will need to become a paint pouring artist. Learn to:

• Set up your paint pouring studio on a budget
• Complete your supply list
• Discover a variety of techniques
• Properly handle and care for your art
• Establish appropriate mixing ratios
• Achieve correct paint density
• And many other lessons crucial to the craft

This new art form is fun for all ages. Become a fluid art master today.

RICK CHEADLE is a self-taught mixed-media artist specializing in acrylic paint pouring. Inspired by his longstanding fascination with mid-century art and design compositions that he grew up with, Cheadle’s expansive portfolio explores multiple mediums and styles including abstract expressionism, color field, pop art, and mixed-media sculptures. Rick has been in the creative arts industry since 1996. He is a passionate teacher with thousands of students all over the world. Teaching art to aspiring artists is his passion and lifelong dream.

$14.99 paperback original (Can. $22.99)
World (W) • CQ 30
ISBN 978-1-63158-299-8
8” x 10” • 128 pages
Art
ebook ISBN 978-1-63158-300-1
SEPTEMBER
There are many reasons why you might need to learn a foreign language quickly—perhaps an unexpected business trip or a sudden travel opportunity. Mykel Hawke, a US Army Green Beret, often travels to foreign countries on short notice and has been able to work intimately with officials who do not speak English. Frequently, he needs to be able to communicate in a foreign language in a matter of days or weeks. He tried all types of schools, classes, books, and tapes, but none delivered what he needed when he needed it. Subsequently, he developed his own method for learning languages. It proved so effective for him (he is certified by the military in seven languages) and his fellow Green Berets that he decided to share it with others who are struggling to learn a foreign language quickly.

The Quick and Dirty Guide to Learning Languages Fast is designed for people who have no time for learning complicated rules of grammar. Hawke promises that his method will help anyone become functional in any language in as little as seven days and proficient in thirty days. How? Because he has trimmed that fat for you, freeing your time for what’s truly useful. Hawke provides a detailed day-by-day schedule, a hands-on workbook format, and secret tips to help you master the key elements of any new language. In true Special Forces style, this quick-and-dirty method contains no fluff; it’s all action so you can quickly get into the action yourself.

If your mission is to learn a foreign language, why not learn how from the very best?

Mykel Hawke is a well-known survivalist, an ex-Green Beret in the US Military, and star of multiple television shows, including Discovery Channel’s Man, Woman, Wild and Lost Survivors for the Travel Channel. He has also authored multiple books, including Hawke’s Special Forces Survival Handbook and In the Dark of the Sun.
How to Make Your Own Ugly Christmas Sweaters
20 Fun & Easy Holiday Projects to Craft and Create

Create your own cheesy Christmas wardrobe!

Christmas just wouldn't be the same without a kitsch novelty knit—and what bigger horror than showing up to a party only to realize that someone else is wearing the same festive ugly sweater?

This book shows you how to take any plain sweater as your starting point and transform it into a one-of-a-kind Christmas creation, needing little more than a few simple materials, a spare hour or two, and a bit of festive cheer.

Learn to make sweaters featuring classic holiday symbols, such as:

• Elves
• Mistletoe
• Ornaments
• Reindeer
• Ribbons
• Snowmen
• Stockings
• And much more!

So whether you choose to deck yourself in boughs of holly, wrap yourself up with a big shiny bow, or transform into a human snow globe, these fun festive ideas will earn you top marks for creativity and are guaranteed to get Christmas started in style.

Nicolette Lafonseca is a full-time writer and crafter. She has been crafting for as long as she can remember and also runs the lifestyle blog Archie and the Rug.

$14.99 paperback original (Can. $22.99)
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8” x 8” • 112 pages
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ebook ISBN 978-1-63158-325-4
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SEPTEMBER
Science is an important element in any person’s life. It helps us understand the world around us and why things work the way they do. This evergreen topic is especially crucial in the education of young people. It helps them make sense of their surroundings and develop their critical thinking skills.

Although most often taught in the classroom, scientific learning doesn’t have to stop when the kids hop off the bus. The Mason Jar Scientist is the perfect way for you and your kids to have a blast together while learning important and fascinating scientific lessons. This book provides dozens of practical, hands-on experiments that can all fit within a mason jar, including some that are STEAM-oriented. In this book, you and your child will learn about:

- Clouds
- Why the sky is blue
- Tornadoes
- Volcanoes
- The greenhouse effect
- Rainbows
- Sound vibrations
- The solar system
- Gardens
- And many other exciting topics!

All of these can be done with a mason jar, some household ingredients, and a desire to learn! The Mason Jar Scientist is the perfect book to get kids excited about science and to spend some quality time together.

Brenda Priddy is a writer, blogger, and homeschool mom. Raised by homeschooling parents, she continued the homeschooling tradition after studying English at McLennan Community College. Today, between her numerous other commitments, she writes books.
Martin H. Manser

CHILDREN’S DICTIONARY
3,000 Words, Pictures, and Definitions

Thousands of words and images pepper these pages to help young readers learn about language and its vital connection to everyday life.

Here’s a handy guide for young children and students to help with their first steps through the English language. This dictionary serves as a helpful tool for all young learners, and contains more than three thousand words, pictures, and definitions to create a comprehensive reference.

An easy-to-understand glossary, it explains meanings and functions of words that children are likely to come across in their daily interactions with the world around them. With its vivid, colorful pictures, the dictionary will also prove visually appealing to readers.

MARTIN H. MANSER is a professional reference book editor. Since 1980, he has compiled or edited more than two hundred reference books in the areas of English language and Bible reference. He has also written or edited books on writing and business and time management. Since 2001, he has been a language trainer and consultant with national and international companies and organizations, leading courses on communications and business skills, such as time management, project management, report writing, and running effective meetings.

$12.99 hardcover (Can. $19.99)
US & Canada (USCO) • CQ 24
8 ¾” x 11” • 128 pages
Ages 7–12
Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER
Romy the Cow makes learning a blast!

Romy the Cow, the fun-loving bovine who loves to play with his group of animal friends, is the perfect teacher for young kids. The educational reach of this brand-new series spans topics such as numerals, colors, shapes, and the alphabet.

In *Romy the Cow’s 123 Counting on the Farm*, Romy and his friends show your children how numerals work in various scenes from the farm. With beautiful, easy-to-follow, full-color illustrations, Romy makes learning as simple as 1, 2, 3!

This bright and vibrant journey—with a cute cast of farm favorites such as horses, pigs, goats, sheep, chickens, and more—makes learning so much fun. Each spread within this book includes a traceable number with directive arrows to point you in the right way. Sturdy board pages make Romy a great gift as well.

**John Kurtz** is a Napa, California, native currently residing in Georgia with his wife Sandrina and family. John is a self-taught illustrator and has a vast portfolio including children’s books, advertising, education, and television for clients across the United States and Europe.

**Sandrina Kurtz** was born in Amsterdam, Holland. As a child, Sandrina was fortunate to spend many summers in the Dutch countryside, where her love for animals flourished. She now lives with her husband John as a writer of children’s stories. Together they have four children, two grandchildren, one German shepherd, and five cats.
Romy the Cow makes learning a blast!

Romy the Cow, the fun-loving bovine who loves to play with his group of animal friends, is the perfect teacher for young kids. The educational reach of this brand-new series spans topics such as numerals, colors, shapes, and the alphabet.

In *Romy the Cow’s ABC Alphabet on the Farm*, Romy and his friends show your children how the alphabet works in various scenes from the farm. With beautiful, easy-to-follow, full-color illustrations, Romy makes learning as simple as A, B, C!

This bright and vibrant journey—with a cute cast of farm favorites such as horses, pigs, goats, sheep, chickens, and more—makes learning so much fun. Each spread within this book includes a traceable image with directive arrows to point you in the right way. Sturdy board pages make Romy a great gift as well.

**John Kurtz** is a Napa, California, native currently residing in Georgia with his wife Sandrina and family. John is a self-taught illustrator and has a vast portfolio including children’s books, advertising, education, and television for clients across the United States and Europe.

**Sandrina Kurtz** was born in Amsterdam, Holland. As a child, Sandrina was fortunate to spend many summers in the Dutch countryside, where her love for animals flourished. She now lives with her husband John as a writer of children’s stories. Together they have four children, two grandchildren, one German shepherd, and five cats.
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Romy the Cow, the fun-loving bovine who loves to play with his group of animal friends, is the perfect teacher for young kids. The educational reach of this brand-new series spans topics such as numerals, colors, shapes, and the alphabet.

In *Romy the Cow’s Colors on the Farm*, Romy and his friends teach your children all the world’s delightful colors in various scenes from the farm. With beautiful, easy-to-follow, full-color illustrations, Romy makes learning as simple as pie!

This bright and vibrant journey—with a cute cast of farm favorites such as horses, pigs, goats, sheep, chickens, and more—makes learning so much fun. Each spread within this book includes a traceable image with directive arrows to point you in the right way. Sturdy board pages make Romy a great gift as well.

**John Kurtz** is a Napa, California, native currently residing in Georgia with his wife Sandrina and family. John is a self-taught illustrator and has a vast portfolio including children’s books, advertising, education, and television for clients across the United States and Europe.

**Sandrina Kurtz** was born in Amsterdam, Holland. As a child, Sandrina was fortunate to spend many summers in the Dutch countryside, where her love for animals flourished. She now lives with her husband John as a writer of children’s stories. Together they have four children, two grandchildren, one German shepherd, and five cats.
Romy the Cow makes learning a blast!

Romy the Cow, the fun-loving bovine who loves to play with his group of animal friends, is the perfect teacher for young kids. The educational reach of this brand-new series spans topics such as numerals, colors, shapes, and the alphabet.

In *Romy the Cow’s Shapes on the Farm*, Romy and his friends show your children various shapes in entertaining scenes from the farm. With beautiful, easy-to-follow, full-color illustrations, Romy makes learning as simple as pie!

This bright and vibrant journey—with a cute cast of farm favorites such as horses, pigs, goats, sheep, chickens, and more—makes learning so much fun. Each spread within this book includes a traceable shape with directive arrows to point you in the right way. Sturdy board pages make Romy a great gift as well.

**John Kurtz** is a Napa, California, native currently residing in Georgia with his wife Sandrina and family. John is a self-taught illustrator and has a vast portfolio including children’s books, advertising, education, and television for clients across the United States and Europe.

**Sandrina Kurtz** was born in Amsterdam, Holland. As a child, Sandrina was fortunate to spend many summers in the Dutch countryside, where her love for animals flourished. She now lives with her husband John as a writer of children’s stories. Together they have four children, two grandchildren, one German shepherd, and five cats.
The acronym “STEM” stands for (S)cience, (T)echnology, (E)ngineering, and (M)ath. These subjects are closely related to one another and are sometimes overlooked as critical subjects in education, often dismissed by students and teachers after primary education is completed. However, the need for these subjects in our society is crucial. The books in this series aim to pique the interest of children in these areas of study, stress the importance of these subjects, and help encourage children who are interested to continue within these fields as they grow and learn.

Explore the science in everyday life with these simple, step-by-step experiments to do around the home. Each activity takes a complex, scientific concept and makes it easy for kids to understand. Young scientists will enjoy discovering the science behind the simple phenomena all around them.

Susan Martineau is the author of lots of creative and educational activity books for b small publishing as well as being an integral part of the in-house creative team. A keen grossologist herself, she acknowledges the invaluable assistance and encouragement of her children, Alice and Will, when coming up with various ways to make a mess whilst learning about the world around us.

Vicky Barker is an illustrator whose books include *That’s Not My Zoo Sticker Book* and *The Usborne Big Colouring Book* as well as *Info-graphics for Kids, Facts*, and *The Order & Chaos Colouring Book.*
Magic has enraptured public forums for hundreds of years, predating many other forms of entertainment that we enjoy today. This ancient art, with its captivating illusions and seemingly impossible sleight of hand, is still as relevant today as ever.

Originally published in 1935, master magician John Mulholland’s Story of Magic is a delightful tour through the progression of magic, from its origin to the book’s contemporary period. It offers insights and reflections on famous routines and tricks, black-and-white photographs and illustrations to give readers visual reference, as well as informative facts that weave together a timeline of events for those interested in the history of magic.

With a brand-new foreword written by renowned master magician and historian Ben Robinson, this timeless classic will enchant readers and educate them on the art of magic.

John Mulholland was an American magician, author, publisher, and CIA operative. Throughout his life, he published many books on magic history and served as the editor of a well-known magic trade magazine called The Sphinx. After resigning from the magazine, he was enlisted by the CIA to write a book on deception and manipulation. He died in February of 1970.

Ben Robinson has performed six different one-man shows (currently MysteriuM) and has been seen in twenty countries (more than three-million people entertained) since 1974. He credits his success to one thing: creating wonder. He’s received awards from the International Brotherhood of Magicians, the Society of American Magicians, and the Milbourne Christopher Foundation. After 9/11, the NYPD gave him an Honorary Shield for his relief efforts. In 2008, Robinson penned The Magician: John Mulholland’s Secret Life—the first biography on Mulholland that documents through never-before-seen documents and unpublished photographs the famous magician’s time spent working with CIA.
The Instant Pot is a revolutionary home appliance that is taking home cooking to a whole new level. Even in the most basic model, the Instant Pot is able to perform the abilities of five home gadgets—a pressure cooker, rice cooker, slow cooker, steamer, and warmer—in one device. Its versatility makes the Instant Pot the perfect all-encompassing cooking tool for anyone’s kitchen.

With *The Everyday Instant Pot Cookbook*, veteran chef and food blogger Krysten Wasik has curated and cultivated an astounding collection of delicious recipes to try out with your Instant Pot. Featured within this cookbook are sections on how to cook red meats, poultry, pork, seafood, vegetables, and more with your Instant Pot!

Easy-to-follow instructions make this book accessible to anyone—parents who work long hours, college students, young adults with limited space, beginner cooks, or professional chefs. The book also includes an introduction to the Instant Pot and meal planning as well as a thirty-day sample meal plan and blank grids to track and record your own meal planning.

Break out your Instant Pot and *The Everyday Instant Pot Cookbook*, and you’re sure to make a tasty meal with ease!

Krysten Wasik is a chef, food blogger, and mom. She worked in a kitchen for more than ten years—from line cook to sous chef—and currently runs the food blog *MomNoms*. She loves exploring food and San Francisco with her son, Braedon.
Tumble down the proverbial rabbit hole in this time-honored classic by Lewis Carroll. Follow Alice, one of literature’s most popular female figures, as she encounters a colorful cast of immortal characters such as the Cheshire Cat, the Queen of Hearts, the March Hare, the Mad Hatter, and more!

This edition also contains the sequel to *Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland*, where the heroine again enters wonderland by climbing through a mirror. Once again, she is confronted with a slew of friends and foes and a series of trials and tribulations.

Featuring the original illustrations by golden age illustrator John Tenniel, this edition is perfect for any bookshelf, whether you’re a voracious reader of fantasy, an avid Alice fan, or a collector of illustrations and stories.

**Lewis Carroll**, sometimes referred to by his real name “Charles Lutwidge Dodgson,” was an English writer as well as pursuer of many other artistic and intellectual fields. He was born in Daresbury, Cheshire, England, in 1832, and wrote poetry and short stories from a very young age. As an adult, he attended Oxford University. Throughout his life he penned numerous stories, most notably the two Alice stories. He died in 1898 at age sixty-five.

**Sir John Tenniel** was a famous English illustrator and cartoonist born in Bayswater, United Kingdom. Throughout his career, he became one of the most significant contributors to the golden age of illustration. He illustrated political cartoons for *Punch* magazine for more than fifty years, provided the famed illustrations for Lewis Carroll’s Alice classics, and was knighted for his artistic achievements. He died in 1914 at age ninety-three.
Lin Wellford

ROCK PAINTING FOR KIDS
Painting Projects for Any Kind of Rocks You Can Find

Awesome projects for budding young artists!

Are you ready to rock? With this book, you can create amazing creatures, incredible toys, and wild gifts for your friends and family. All it takes is some paint, a few rocks, and your imagination!

Easy-to-follow instructions from rock painting expert Lin Wellford will teach you how to create:

- Rockasaurus
- Stone buildings
- Rockburgers and other fun foods
- Flowers
- Teddy bears
- And other awesome rock projects perfect for decorating any space!

Also included are tips and tricks to make your rocks into masterpieces! You’ll learn how to draw each design on a rock with a pencil, then paint the details in whatever colors you choose. You can make each project look just like the real thing or as wild and wacky as you prefer. The choice is yours—and so is the fun!

LIN WELLFORD is the foremost name in rock painting. Her books have sold over a million copies around the world. She has appeared on HGTV, MTV2, and Lifetime television and appeared in countless magazines. Lin likes sharing her techniques through workshops as well as in her several books.

World (W) • CQ 48
ISBN 978-1-63158-295-0
8 ½” x 11” • 96 pages
139 color photographs
Ages: 7–14
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ebook ISBN 978-1-63158-297-4
OCTOBER
Previous edition: 978-1-58180-255-9
Amaze your friends with these weird and wonderful activities!

Make a fish out of onion skins, craft a beheaded alien cake, or create your own erupting volcano. Every project in The Grossology Handbook is tried and tested. The recipes and projects use simple, everyday materials and have clear step-by-step instructions to help you get the most of your gross-out experience. Smart “Fact Files” and “Think About It” boxes introduce fun facts and explain the educational value behind each experiment and activity. Freaky, fascinating, and fun!

Included within are sections on:

- Slimy Science and Awesome Experiments
- Gruesome Grub and Disgusting Dishes
- Dinosaur Dishes and Fossil Food
- Astonishing Art and Recycled Garbage
- Mad Machines and Dotty Devices
- Cool Circuits and Wicked Wires

Featured within are vibrant, full-color illustrations on every page. Get ready to get totally grossed out with this incredibly fun and entertaining book—it’s perfect for any kid!

Susan Martineau is the author of all the titles in the Gruesome series, Creative Activity series, and Science Around You series and has written more than twenty books for children throughout her career. She acknowledges the invaluable assistance and encouragement of her children, Alice and Will!
AWESOME STEM SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS
More Than 50 Practical STEM Projects for the Whole Family

Fun projects that teach the value of STEM!

This dynamic, fun-packed book includes more than fifty exciting experiments for kids to learn and grow their knowledge in science, technology, engineering, and math.

Each experiment is accompanied by clear instructions and step-by-step photography. The experiments span topics such as light, sound, heat, plants, electricity, magnetism, and other concepts that play an important role in understanding our world.

Make a volcano using everyday household materials. Learn about jet propulsion or how to make a lemon battery. Discover the science behind echoes and how sound reverberates off surfaces. Grow seeds into plants before your eyes by learning about the proper amounts of water, warmth, and sunlight. All of these amazing activities can be found within the pages of this entertaining book.

Awesome STEM Science Experiments will keep budding young scientists entertained for hours!

RACEHORSE FOR YOUNG READERS is an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, Inc., and is located in New York City.

$14.99 paperback original (Can. $22.99)
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OCTOBER
William Shakespeare is arguably the most pivotal and widely read figure in the history of English literature. This comprehensive collection highlights some of the bard’s best works, adapted to be more easily read and digestible for children.

Featured within are some of the bard’s most famous and compelling works, including:

- The Comedy of Errors
- Hamlet
- Macbeth
- The Merchant of Venice
- Othello
- Romeo and Juliet
- The Tempest
- And many more!

Paired alongside gorgeous classic illustrations by notable Golden Age illustrator Arthur Rackham, Beautiful Stories from Shakespeare for Children makes a magnificent gift and great addition to any young reader’s budding library.

E. Nesbit was a prolific English author, editor, and poet. Throughout her career, she penned or contributed to more than sixty works of fiction, poetry, picture books, and compilations of literature, although her primary success came from her children’s books. She died in 1924, possibly due to lung cancer.

Arthur Rackham is often considered a primary figure in the Golden Age of book illustration. Born in Lewisham, England, in 1867, Rackham spent the majority of his life dedicated to his career in illustrating. His work has been featured in some of the most desirable editions of classic works, such as Rip Van Winkle, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Fairy Tales from the Brothers Grimm, Gulliver’s Travels, Mother Goose, The Wind in the Willows, and many more. He died in 1939 in Limpsfield, Surrey.
The imaginations of children throughout time have been formed and nurtured by stories passed down from generation to generation. Many of these fairy tales have been collected over time into hundreds of memorable collections. However, the ones commonly considered most notable are the Fairy Books compiled by famous Scottish novelist and poet Andrew Lang.

The first installment of his widely read classics and arguably his best known, *The Blue Fairy Book* has been admired time and time again, enchanting readers with its carefully crafted prose and eclectic assortment of fairy tales. Originally published in 1889, this collection of celebrated tales has stood the test of time.

Some of the famous stories included are:

- Sleeping Beauty
- Rumpelstiltzkin
- Beauty and the Beast
- Hansel and Gretel
- Puss in Boots
- Goldilocks
- And many more!

This beautiful edition comes complete with the original illustrations by golden age illustrator H. J. Ford and is the perfect gift to pass on these timeless classics to the next generation of readers and dreamers.

**Andrew Lang** was a Scottish poet, a novelist, a literary critic, as well as a well-known collector of fairy tales. He was born in Selkirk, Scotland. Throughout his lifetime, he wrote, edited, collected, or contributed to more than 150 works. He died on July 20th, 1912, at age sixty-eight.

**H. J. Ford** was an esteemed, prolific artist and illustrator from England, who developed his talent during the period known as the golden age of illustration. He was catapulted into the public eye upon providing illustrations for Andrew Lang’s Fairy Books. He continued to illustrate classic works until he died in 1941.
Andrew Lang
Illustrated by H. J. Ford
THE RED FAIRY BOOK
Complete and Unabridged

The quintessential fairy-tale series.

The imaginations of children throughout time have been formed and nurtured by stories passed down from generation to generation. Many of these fairy tales have been collected over time into hundreds of memorable collections. However, the ones commonly considered most notable are the Fairy Books compiled by famous Scottish novelist and poet Andrew Lang.

The second installment of his widely read classics, originally published in 1890, The Red Fairy Book has been admired time and time again, enchanting readers with its carefully crafted prose and eclectic assortment of fairy tales. Originating from French, Danish, Romanian, and Russian sources, as well as some bits of Norse mythology, this collection of celebrated tales has stood the test of time.

Some of the famous stories included are:

• The Twelve Dancing Princesses
• The Three Dwarfs
• Jack and the Beanstalk
• The Golden Goose
• Rapunzel
• And many more!

This beautiful edition comes complete with the original illustrations by golden age illustrator H. J. Ford and is the perfect gift to pass on these timeless classics to the next generation of readers and dreamers.

ANDREW LANG was a Scottish poet, a novelist, a literary critic, as well as a well-known collector of fairy tales. He was born in Selkirk, Scotland. Throughout his lifetime, he wrote, edited, collected, or contributed to more than 150 works. He died on July 20th, 1912, at age sixty-eight.

H. J. FORD was an esteemed, prolific artist and illustrator from England, who developed his talent during the period known as the golden age of illustration. He was catapulted into the public eye upon providing illustrations for Andrew Lang’s Fairy Books. He continued to illustrate classic works until he died in 1941.
Hugh Lofting
Illustrated by Ángel Domínguez
THE STORY OF DOCTOR DOLITTLE

The doctor who can talk to animals comes to life again!

Doctor Dolittle has been beloved by children since his creation in the early twentieth century. The subject of the forthcoming 2019 film The Voyages of Doctor Dolittle, the famous doctor who can speak to animals first appeared in Hugh Lofting’s letters to his children during World War I and then later commercially in The Story of Doctor Dolittle, the first book in Lofting’s popular children’s book series.

Written and illustrated by Lofting himself, The Story of Doctor Dolittle follows John Dolittle and his misadventures with a crew of animals that he befriends. After learning he can speak to animals, he transitions from human medicine to veterinary practice, and he loses most of his income and human patients. However, word in the animal kingdom spreads of this doctor with an extraordinary gift. Animals travel from far and wide to visit the doctor’s practice and receive treatment for their ailments.

Hugh Lofting was a British novelist and poet who was born in Maidenhead, Berkshire, England, in 1886. Lofting’s most famous and well-known works are the Doctor Dolittle books, of which there are more than ten. The Story of Doctor Dolittle won the Lewis Carroll Shelf Award. The sequel, The Voyages of Doctor Dolittle, won the Newbery Medal. He died in 1947.

Ángel Domínguez was born in the Basque Country in 1953. He is an award-winning illustrator of more than twenty books and is known throughout Spain. His lavish work has already been compared to some of the greatest illustrators of the past century, including one of his inspirations, Arthur Rackham. Notable among his work is “The King’s Gift,” which he illustrated specifically for Queen Rania of Jordan in 2000. He lives with his wife in Laredo, Spain.
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**The Apocalypse Coloring Book**
*Color Until the Very End!*
Ted Rechlin

An alternative coloring book for those who choose to accept our inevitable demise.
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978-1-944686-90-1

**The Art of Rock Painting**
*Techniques, Projects, and Ideas for Everyone*
Lin Wellford

Learn to paint elaborate, vibrant designs on rocks! Turn something drab into something beautiful!

$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
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**Bless This Mess**
*An Edgy Experience for the Irreverent Colorist*
Jessica Mazurkiewicz

Color these sassy and cynical knit samplers!
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**Body Art**
*Tattoo Design Coloring Book*
Erik Siuda

Prepare to color a body of authentic tattoo design by Erik Siuda, finalist from Spike TV’s *Ink Master*.

$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
224 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
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**Butterfly Gardens: Coloring for Everyone**
Madeline Goryl

Soar into delight with these unique illustrations of butterflies and flowers to color.
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978-1-5107-1227-0

**Card Tricks**
*The Royal Road to Card Magic*
Jean Hugard and Frederick Brauè
Foreword by Steve Cohen

The quintessential card trick handbook for expert magicians and beginners alike.
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**Complete Essential Oil Diffuser Recipes**
*Over 150 Recipes for Health and Wellness*
Pam Farley

Learn to make a variety of aromatic scents perfect for enhancing any space!

$16.99 pb (Can. $25.99)
128 / 9 x 8 / W
978-1-63158-269-1

**Connect and Color: Celtic Designs**
*An Intricate Coloring and Dot-to-Dot Book*
George Toufexis

Extreme dot-to-dot puzzles reveal beautiful Celtic images in this inventive coloring book!
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978-1-944686-78-9

**Connect and Color: Mandalas**
*An Intricate Coloring and Dot-to-Dot Book*
Jessica Mazurkiewicz

Intricate dot-to-dot puzzles reveal mystical mandalas in this creative coloring book!
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978-1-944686-77-2

**Color Me Miserable**
*An Intricate Coloring and Dot-to-Dot Book*
Jessica Mazurkiewicz

Intricate designs for you to fill with color. Or not. Whatever.

104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-162-5

**Color This Journal**
*Your Daily Record with Restorative Reminders and Relaxing Illustrations to Color*

Uplifting quotes and stress-relieving designs will bring you to a whole new state of mindfulness.

$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
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**Coin Magic**
The Complete Book of Coin Tricks
Jean Hugard
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Foreword by Steve Cohen
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*An Intricate Coloring and Dot-to-Dot Book*
George Toufexis

Extreme dot-to-dot puzzles reveal beautiful Celtic images in this inventive coloring book!
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*An Intricate Coloring and Dot-to-Dot Book*
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Connect and Color: Wild Animals
An Intricate Coloring and Dot-to-Dot Book
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Connect these dots and color to bring these wild animals to life!
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Connect and color these dots to form some of the world’s most well-known structures!
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Travel back in time and ease your mind with these beautiful art deco images.
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Creative Escapes Coloring Book: Country Life
Escape to the countryside with these beautiful designs.
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Creative Escapes Coloring Book: Japanese Designs
Venture to the land of the rising sun with these breathtaking, ready-to-color designs.
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978-1-944686-43-7

Creative Escapes Coloring Book: Wild Horses
Climb down off your saddle and relax by coloring herds of wild horses.
112 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-34-5

Creative Mindfulness: Delightful Gardens
On-the-Go Adult Coloring Books
Color fantastic florals and a gathering of garden animals in this travel-sized coloring companion.
$7.99 pb (Can. $11.99)
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Creative Mindfulness: A Forest of Tranquility
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$7.99 pb (Can. $11.99)
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The DOJ Investigation of the Chicago Police Department
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“Perhaps the most damning, sweeping critique ever of the Chicago Police Department.” —Chicago Tribune
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
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Donald Trump Coloring Book
The Ultimate Tribute to the Next President of the United States
Tim Foley
Color and doodle on the Donald!
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Easy Color, Cut, and Fold: Mystical Mandalas
15 Creative Cut-Out Projects for Everyone
Mary Beth Cryan
Create three-dimensional mandalas decorated with your favorite colors.
$11.99 pb (Can. $17.99)
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Enchanting Birds
Portable Coloring for Creative Adults
Prepare for an artistic journey and soar with this incredible collection of bird designs!
$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
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The Free State of Jones and the Echo of the Black Horn
Two Sides of the Life and Activities of Captain Newt Knight
Thomas Jefferson Knight and Ethel Knight
Foreword by Jim Kelly
Subject of the film Free State of Jones, this book provides recollections of the man who took on the Confederacy and established a liberated county.
$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
404 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-944686-95-6

Easy Color, Cut, and Fold: Colorful Cats
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Color and create three-dimensional kitty cats!
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Reduce stress and promote creativity by coloring a dazzling array of exotic chickens.
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Fidel Castro
In His Own Words
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A comprehensive review of the world’s most charismatic and controversial leader from his early life to his death.
$16.99 hc (Can. $25.99)
224 / 5 x 7 / W
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Grumpy Cat’s Miserable Mazes
Mazes That Will Make You Reconsider Your Life Choices
Diego Jourdan Pereira
Navigate your way through misery with the internet’s grumpiest cat!
96 / 8 ½ x 10 ⅞ / W
978-1-63158-208-0

Grumpy Cat’s NOT-to-Dot Book
Demanding Dot-to-Dot Activities for Your Dismal Existence
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Connect the dots to make portraits of the internet’s grumpiest cat!
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Easy Color, Cut, and Fold: Colorful Cats
30 Creative Cut-Out Projects for Everyone
Mary Beth Cryan
Color and create three-dimensional kitty cats!
$11.99 pb (Can. $17.99)
64 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-93-2

Exotic Chickens: Coloring for Everyone
Reduce stress and promote creativity by coloring a dazzling array of exotic chickens.
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Floral Beauty
Portable Coloring for Creative Adults
Prepare for an artistic journey and soar with this incredible collection of bird designs!
$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
120 / 6 ½ x 8 ½ / W
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Fidel Castro
In His Own Words
Alex Moore
A comprehensive review of the world’s most charismatic and controversial leader from his early life to his death.
$16.99 hc (Can. $25.99)
224 / 5 x 7 / W
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Mazes That Will Make You Reconsider Your Life Choices
Diego Jourdan Pereira
Navigate your way through misery with the internet’s grumpiest cat!
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978-1-63158-208-0

Grumpy Cat’s NOT-to-Dot Book
Demanding Dot-to-Dot Activities for Your Dismal Existence
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Connect the dots to make portraits of the internet’s grumpiest cat!
96 / 8 ½ x 10 ⅞ / W
978-1-63158-209-7
Marty Noble’s Color-and-Create Greeting Cards
Easy-to-Make Creations for Any Occasion
Marty Noble
Beautiful greeting cards by a New York Times bestselling illustrator to color and share on various occasions!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ½ / W
978-1-63158-144-1

Marty Noble’s Cats Around the World
New York Times Bestselling Artists’ Adult Coloring Books
Marty Noble
Color cats in scenes around the world!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ½ / W
978-1-63158-236-3

Marjorie Sarnat’s Fanciful Fashions
New York Times Bestselling Artists’ Adult Coloring Books
Marjorie Sarnat
New York Times bestselling author Marjorie Sarnat illustrates a wealth of fabulous and fun fashions for you to color!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ½ / W
978-1-5107-1256-0

How to Become a Human Bullshit Detector
Learn to Spot Fake News, Fake Science, Fake People, and Absolute Lies
Dr. David Craig
An expert in lie detection teaches you how to uncover the truth.
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
128 / 5 x 7 / W
978-1-63158-225-7

The Intimate Life of Alexander Hamilton
Allan McLane Hamilton
Foreword by Willard Sterne Randall
“Dr. Hamilton has done his work well and with a self-effacement as rare as it is commendable. . . . A successful piece of portraiture.” —The New York Times
$17.99 pb (Can. $27.99)
520 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-944686-39-0

Jean Hugard’s Complete Course in Modern Magic
Skills and Sorcery for the Aspiring Magician
Jean Hugard
Foreword by Steven Cohen
A comprehensive magic overview from a master magician.
372 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-245-5

The Kellyanne Conway Technique
Perfecting the Ancient Art of Delivering Half-Truths, Fake News, and Obfuscation—With a Smile
Jarret Berenstein
The only thing Americans want to read more than Trump’s tax returns.
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
124 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-63158-242-4

Marjorie Sarnat’s Pampered Pets
New York Times Bestselling Artists’ Adult Coloring Books
Marjorie Sarnat
Enter New York Times bestselling author Marjorie Sarnat’s dazzling world of delightful house pets ready to be colored and adored!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ½ / W
978-1-5107-1257-7

Jean Hugard’s Mental Magic
Dazzling Mind Tricks with Playing Cards
Jean Hugard
Foreword by Steven Cohen
Learn the secrets behind mind tricks and mental mysticism with cards.
96 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-244-8

The Horseshoe Crafts
30 Easy Projects to Weld at Home
Barbara Parsons
From interior decorations to garden art, this new and engaging welding craft will keep your creativity sparked!
$17.99 pb (Can. $27.99)
128 / 8 ½ x 10 ½ / W
978-1-63158-146-5

Hillary Clinton Coloring Book
The Ultimate Tribute to the Next President of the United States
Tim Foley
Color Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton in these famous scenes from history.
$7.99 pb (Can. $12.99)
64 / 8 ½ x 10 ½ / W
978-1-944686-80-2

How to Be a 21st Century Man
The Man’s Manual for Daily Survival
Greg Stebben
Foreword by Denis Boyles
A fun look at what it takes to be a man in today’s world.
268 / 5 x 7 ½ / W
978-1-63158-196-0
Marty Noble’s Color Yourself Happy
New York Times Bestselling Artists’ Adult Coloring Books
Marty Noble
Get happy coloring with bestselling illustrator Marty Noble!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-23-5

Nature’s Wonders: Coloring for Everyone
Color a world of birds and forest animals with these imaginative designs.
112 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-13-1

My Anti-Stress Year
52 Weeks of Soothing Activities and Wellness Advice
Gilles Diederichs
Find your way to relaxation and relief with weekly assistance from this guide to wellness.
$16.99 pb (Can. $25.99)
208 / 9 ½ x 11 / W
978-1-63158-119-9

Old-Fashioned Economical Cooking
Healthy Culinary Ideas on a Budget
Winifred S. Gibbs
Foreword by Leanne Brown
A forgotten classic teaching you how to get the most out of your groceries.
$14.99 hc (Can. $22.99)
168 / 5 x 7 / W
978-1-944686-56-7

Relax and Retreat Coloring Book: Gingerbread Bakery
31 Images to Adorn with Color
These merry images of gingerbread men, comforting cookies, and other delicious delights are too sweet!
$5.99 pb (Can. $9.99)
64 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-125-0

Practical Hints on Camping
An American Classic of Preparation, Shelter, Knots, Fishing, and More
Howard Henderson
Foreword by Vin T. Sparano
The classic field guide for the practical camper.
160 / 5 x 7 ½ / W
978-1-944686-38-3

Relax and Retreat Coloring Book: Christmas Tangles
31 Images to Adorn with Color
These colorful Christmas tangles are sure to help you relax during this holiday season!
$5.99 pb (Can. $9.99)
64 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-126-7

Relax and Retreat Coloring Book: Art Nouveau Animals
48 Engaging Mazes That Will Challenge Your Creativity and Wisdom!
Marty Noble
Designed by bestselling illustrator Marty Noble, art nouveau–inspired animal designs with secret complex mazes for you to solve!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-21-5

On 1984
Quotes for the Orwellian Future Happening Today
James Daley
Echoes from voices past and present on the current state of America.
$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
144 / 5 x 7 / W
978-1-63158-221-9

The Original White House Cook Book
Cooking, Etiquette, Menus, and More from the Executive Estate—1887 Edition
F.L. Gillette and Hugo Ziemann
Foreword by John Moeller
“An instant bestseller . . . It was in so many homes it became sort of the Yellow Pages of American kitchens.” —Beekman 1802
$19.99 hc (Can. $30.99)
584 / 6 ⅜ x 9 ⅞ / W
978-1-63158-131-1

Marty Noble’s Mindful Mazes
Adult Coloring Book: Art Nouveau Animals
48 Engaging Mazes That Will Challenge Your Creativity and Wisdom!
Marty Noble
Find your way through these elaborate mandala designs created by bestselling illustrator Marty Noble!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-20-8

Marty Noble’s Sugar Skull Animals
New York Times Bestselling Artists’ Adult Coloring Books
Marty Noble
New York Times bestselling illustrator Marty Noble is back with a new type of sugar skull!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-235-6

Marty Noble’s Mindful Mazes
Adult Coloring Book: Mandalas
48 Engaging Mazes That Will Challenge Your Creativity and Wisdom!
Marty Noble
Designed by bestselling illustrator Marty Noble, art nouveau–inspired animal designs with secret complex mazes for you to solve!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-19-2

Marty Noble’s Color Yourself Happy
New York Times Bestselling Artists’ Adult Coloring Books
Marty Noble
Get happy coloring with bestselling illustrator Marty Noble!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-19-2

Marty Noble’s Mindful Mazes
Adult Coloring Book: Art Nouveau Animals
48 Engaging Mazes That Will Challenge Your Creativity and Wisdom!
Marty Noble
Find your way through these elaborate mandala designs created by bestselling illustrator Marty Noble!
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-20-8

On 1984
Quotes for the Orwellian Future Happening Today
James Daley
Echoes from voices past and present on the current state of America.
$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
144 / 5 x 7 / W
978-1-63158-221-9

The Original White House Cook Book
Cooking, Etiquette, Menus, and More from the Executive Estate—1887 Edition
F.L. Gillette and Hugo Ziemann
Foreword by John Moeller
“An instant bestseller . . . It was in so many homes it became sort of the Yellow Pages of American kitchens.” —Beekman 1802
$19.99 hc (Can. $30.99)
584 / 6 ⅜ x 9 ⅞ / W
978-1-63158-131-1
A Study of George Orwell
The Man and His Works
Christopher Hollis
Foreword by John Rodden
An insider’s analysis of the life and work of the bestselling author of 1984.
$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
240 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-223-3

Sticker Pixel Art: Vehicles
With Over 8,000 Colorful Stickers to Create 20 Amazing Pixel Paintings!
Paul Calver and Toby Reynolds
Learn to create awesome pixelated vehicles!
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
64 / 9 x 11 / US
978-1-63158-215-8

Relax and Retreat Coloring Book: Merry Christmas
31 Images to Adorn with Color
Have a colorful Christmas with this yuletide collection of holiday-themed designs.
$5.99 pb (Can. $9.99)
64 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-92-5

Relax and Retreat Coloring Book: Simply Circular Christmas Designs
31 Images to Adorn with Color
Color and be merry with these lively wreaths, holiday-themed mandalas, and more!
$5.99 pb (Can. $9.99)
64 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-91-8

Remember When: Cross-Stitch Samplers
Nostalgic Scenes to Color from Yesteryear
Jessica Mazurkiewicz
Reminisce of a time when these classic cross-stitch designs adorned every wall and fill them with color.
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-84-0

The Science of Superheroes
The Secrets behind Speed, Strength, Flight, Evolution, and More!
Mark Brake
Discover the science behind the abilities of your favorite superheroes!
$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
224 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-237-0

Sea Glass Crafts
Find, Collect, & Craft More Than 20 Projects Using the Ocean’s Treasures
Rebecca Ruger-Wightman
Learn to make stunning crafts with these beautiful sea gems!
$17.99 hc (Can. $27.99)
160 / 8 ½ x 10 / W
978-1-63158-255-4

Shit Happened
A Sweary Coloring Book to Relieve Post-Election Stress
Election’s got you down? Here’s more than forty pages to help you deal.
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-183-0

Sea Glass Crafts
Find, Collect, & Craft More Than 20 Projects Using the Ocean’s Treasures
Rebecca Ruger-Wightman
Learn to make stunning crafts with these beautiful sea gems!
$17.99 hc (Can. $27.99)
160 / 8 ½ x 10 / W
978-1-63158-255-4

The Science of Star Wars
The Scientific Facts behind the Force, Space Travel, and More!
Mark Brake and Jon Chase
Discover the science behind the most popular sci-fi franchise of all time.
$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
272 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-944686-28-4

Remember When: Hollywood Screen Stars
Nostalgic Scenes to Color from Yesteryear
Jessica Mazurkiewicz
Relive the golden age of cinema by coloring these Hollywood figures in an array of classic scenes.
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-83-3

Sticker Pixel Art: Animals
With Over 8,000 Colorful Stickers to Create 20 Amazing Pixel Paintings!
Paul Calver and Toby Reynolds
Learn to create awesome pixelated animals!
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
64 / 9 x 11 / US
978-1-63158-214-1

Sticker Pixel Art: Vehicles
With Over 8,000 Colorful Stickers to Create 20 Amazing Pixel Paintings!
Paul Calver and Toby Reynolds
Learn to create awesome pixelated vehicles!
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
64 / 9 x 11 / US
978-1-63158-215-8

Remember When: Cross-Stitch Samplers
Nostalgic Scenes to Color from Yesteryear
Jessica Mazurkiewicz
Reminisce of a time when these classic cross-stitch designs adorned every wall and fill them with color.
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-84-0

The Science of Harry Potter
The Spellbinding Science Behind the Magic, Gadgets, Potions, and More!
Mark Brake with Jon Chase
Discover the science of J. K. Rowling’s best-selling series.
$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
224 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-237-0

The Science of Star Wars
The Scientific Facts behind the Force, Space Travel, and More!
Mark Brake and Jon Chase
Discover the science behind the most popular sci-fi franchise of all time.
$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
272 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-944686-28-4

Remember When: Hollywood Screen Stars
Nostalgic Scenes to Color from Yesteryear
Jessica Mazurkiewicz
Relive the golden age of cinema by coloring these Hollywood figures in an array of classic scenes.
104 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-83-3

Sticker Pixel Art: Animals
With Over 8,000 Colorful Stickers to Create 20 Amazing Pixel Paintings!
Paul Calver and Toby Reynolds
Learn to create awesome pixelated animals!
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
64 / 9 x 11 / US
978-1-63158-214-1

Sticker Pixel Art: Vehicles
With Over 8,000 Colorful Stickers to Create 20 Amazing Pixel Paintings!
Paul Calver and Toby Reynolds
Learn to create awesome pixelated vehicles!
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
64 / 9 x 11 / US
978-1-63158-215-8

A Study of George Orwell
The Man and His Works
Christopher Hollis
Foreword by John Rodden
An insider’s analysis of the life and work of the bestselling author of 1984.
$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)
240 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-223-3

Sticker Pixel Art: Vehicles
With Over 8,000 Colorful Stickers to Create 20 Amazing Pixel Paintings!
Paul Calver and Toby Reynolds
Learn to create awesome pixelated vehicles!
$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)
64 / 9 x 11 / US
978-1-63158-215-8
Ted Menten's Mindful Mazes Coloring Book: Fashions
Ted Menten
Fashionable mazes to solve and color!
96 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-129-8

Ted Menten's Mindful Mazes Coloring Book: Floral Fantasies
Ted Menten
Flowery mazes to solve and color!
96 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-159-5

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Jules Verne
Illustrated by Arkady Roytman
Dive into this beautiful edition of a time-honored classic with new illustrations!
$14.99 hc (Can. $22.99)
320 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-174-8

Wedding Calligraphy
A Guide to Beautiful Hand Lettering
Laura Hooper and Alyssa Hooper
Add a personal touch to your special day.
$19.99 hc (Can. $30.99)
128 / 9 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-129-8

Classics to Color: The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Mark Twain
Lend your own artistic touch to these scenes from Twain's masterpiece of boyhood adventure.
$8.99 pb (Can. $12.99)
80 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-944686-99-4

Unicorn Crafts
More Than 25 Magical Projects to Inspire Your Imagination
Isabel Urbina Gallego
This book provides more than twenty-five fun horned projects for the adventurous and creative unicorn fan.
$19.99 hc (Can. $30.99)
160 / 7 ½ x 7 ½ / W
978-1-63158-303-2

Aesop's Favorite Fables
More Than 130 Classic Fables for Children!
Illustrated by Milo Winter
Beautiful illustrations by Milo Winter bring to life some of the most widely read tales in history.
$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
112 / 8 x 10 / W
978-1-944686-08-6

Beauty and the Beast
Retold by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch
Illustrated by Ángel Domínguez
Foreword by Michael Patrick Hearn
The tale as old as time springs to life with brand-new illustrations!
$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
96 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-115-1

Classics to Color: The Tale of Peter Rabbit
Beatrix Potter
Illustrated by Diego Jourdan Pereira
Bring to life the story of famed rebellious rabbit with your favorite colors!
$8.99 pb (Can. $12.99)
80 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-170-0

Classics to Color: The Wind in the Willows
Kenneth Grahame
Color beautiful scenes and animal characters from Kenneth Grahame's timeless masterpiece.
$8.99 pb (Can. $12.99)
80 / 8 ½ x 10 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-114-4

Codes
How to Make Them and Break Them!
Kjartan Poskitt
Illustrated by Ian Baker
Everything you need to know about creating and cracking codes.
$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
160 / 5 x 7 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-127-4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Complete Tales of Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit</strong></td>
<td>Beatrix Potter</td>
<td>The comprehensive edition featuring all of Beatrix Potter's original illustrations.</td>
<td>$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)</td>
<td>978-1-63158-171-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do You Want to Build a Snowman?</strong></td>
<td>Mark Jones</td>
<td>The go-to guide for bringing to life everybody's favorite winter friends!</td>
<td>$12.99 pb (Can. $19.99)</td>
<td>978-1-63158-121-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fantastic Flexagons</strong></td>
<td>Nick Robinson</td>
<td>Fold your way to fun with these amazing Hexaflexagons!</td>
<td>$9.99 pb (Can. $14.99)</td>
<td>978-1-944686-10-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flippin' Awesome</strong></td>
<td>Sarah Doughty</td>
<td>The first and only guide to America's newest fad!</td>
<td>$14.99 pb (Can. $22.99)</td>
<td>978-1-63158-169-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fidget Spinner Tricks, Hacks &amp; Mods</strong></td>
<td>Cara Stevens</td>
<td>Build, decorate, and hack your own spinner! Then learn new tricks to impress your friends!</td>
<td>$9.99 pb (Can. $14.99)</td>
<td>978-1-63158-248-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forever Inspired Coloring Book: Angela Porter's Tropical Rainforest Hidden Pictures</strong></td>
<td>Angela Porter</td>
<td>Dazzling doodle designs by bestselling illustrator Angela Porter for tweens to color!</td>
<td>$7.99 pb (Can. $12.99)</td>
<td>978-1-944686-55-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forever Inspired Coloring Book: Fairyworld</strong></td>
<td>Jessica Mazurkiewicz</td>
<td>A land of fairies, elves, and more for tweens to color!</td>
<td>$7.99 pb (Can. $12.99)</td>
<td>978-1-944686-23-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forever Inspired Coloring Book: Paris Fashions</strong></td>
<td>Karma Voce</td>
<td>Color and complete your ensemble with a collection of clothing inspired by the fashion capital of the world.</td>
<td>$7.99 pb (Can. $12.99)</td>
<td>978-1-944686-60-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forever Inspired Coloring Book: Tokyo Fashions</strong></td>
<td>Karma Voce</td>
<td>Expand your wardrobe by coloring these unique garments from the Far East.</td>
<td>$7.99 pb (Can. $12.99)</td>
<td>978-1-944686-61-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forever Inspired Coloring Book: Unicorns and Mystical Creatures</strong></td>
<td>Jessica Mazurkiewicz</td>
<td>Color this fantastic world of beautiful unicorns and other mystical creatures!</td>
<td>$7.99 pb (Can. $12.99)</td>
<td>978-1-944686-22-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frankenstein</strong></td>
<td>Mary Shelley</td>
<td>A new abridged edition with breathtaking illustrations that will conjure the bone-chilling highlights of this classic work.</td>
<td>$14.99 hc (Can. $22.99)</td>
<td>978-1-63158-184-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author/Illustrator</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Goose</td>
<td>Eulalie Osgood Grover</td>
<td>Illustrated by Frederick Richardson</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Jungle Book</td>
<td>Rudyard Kipling</td>
<td>Illustrated by J. M. Gleeson and Paul Bransom</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn to Draw Animals</td>
<td>Diego Jourdan Pereira</td>
<td>If you're aspiring to be an artist, this book will help you learn fast!</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn to Draw Dinosaurs</td>
<td>Diego Jourdan Pereira</td>
<td>If you're aspiring to be an artist, this book will help you learn fast!</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn to Draw People</td>
<td>Diego Jourdan Pereira</td>
<td>If you're aspiring to be an artist, this book will help you learn how to draw people fast!</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn to Draw Pets</td>
<td>Don Freeman</td>
<td>An unpublished, posthumous work by the bestselling author of Corduroy, Don Freeman.</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimm's Fairy Tales</td>
<td>The Brothers Grimm</td>
<td>Illustrated by Rie Creamer</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales</td>
<td>Hans Christian Andersen</td>
<td>Illustrated by N. C. Wyeth</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just So Stories</td>
<td>Rudyard Kipling</td>
<td>Illustrated by J. M. Gleeson and Paul Bransom</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table</td>
<td>Sidney Lanier, Illustrated by N. C. Wyeth</td>
<td>Pull the proverbial sword from the stone when you pick up this classic collection of tales from Camelot.</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Your Own Amazing YouTube Videos</td>
<td>Brett Juilly</td>
<td>Contributing your own masterpiece to one of the internet's largest video archives.</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Goose</td>
<td>Eulalie Osgood Grover</td>
<td>Illustrated by Frederick Richardson</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodwin the Goat</td>
<td>Don Freeman</td>
<td>Illustrated by Angel Dominguez</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodwin the Goat</td>
<td>Don Freeman</td>
<td>Illustrated by Angel Dominguez</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mowgli of the Jungle Book
*The Complete Stories*
Rudyard Kipling
Foreword by Michael Patrick Hearn

The comprehensive collection highlighting the adventurous classic character created by Rudyard Kipling.

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
224 / 5 ½ x 8 ¾ / W
978-1-63158-216-5

The Night Before Christmas
A. E. Kennedy and Clement Clarke Moore

“Stirring words . . . [a] cherished Christmas classic.”—New York State Library

32 / 8 x 10 / W
978-1-63158-152-6

Slime!
*Do-It-Yourself Projects to Make at Home*
Trisha Haas and Charlotte Haas

Fun ways to create slime!

$7.99 pb (Can. $12.99)
64 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-216-5

STEM Activity Book: Science Technology Engineering and Math
*Packed with Activities and Facts*
Catherine Bruzzone, Sam Hutchinson, and Jenny Jacoby
Illustrated by Vicky Barker

This comprehensive STEM book teaches children valuable lessons and is packed with hours of fun!

$14.99 pb (CAN. $22.99)
128 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-264-6

STEM Starters for Kids Art Activity Book
*Packed with Activities and Art Facts*
Jenny Jacoby
Designed by Vicky Barker

Part of the STEM Starters series, this activity book includes incredibly fun and educational lessons on art!

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
32 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-266-0

STEM Starters for Kids Engineering Activity Book
*Packed with Activities and Engineering Facts*
Jenny Jacoby
Designed by Vicky Barker

Inspire young minds with this engineering activity book!

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
32 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-194-6

STEM Starters for Kids Math Activity Book
Jenny Jacoby
Designed by Vicky Barker

Inspire young minds with this math activity book!

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
32 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-193-9

STEM Starters for Kids Physics Activity Book
*Packed with Activities and Physics Facts*
Jenny Jacoby
Designed by Vicky Barker

Part of the STEM Starters series, this activity book includes incredibly fun and educational lessons on physics!

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
32 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-265-3
**The Adventures of Tom Sawyer**
Mark Twain

“All modern American literature comes from one book by Mark Twain called _Huckleberry Finn._” —Ernest Hemingway

$4.50 pb (Can. $7.50)
264 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-01-1

---

**The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn**
Mark Twain

“Tales from the Arabian Nights” —Atlantic Monthly

$14.99 hc (Can. $22.99)
328 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-185-4

---

**The Twelve Days of Christmas**
Illustrated by Ángel Domínguez

A classic Christmas tradition and song revitalized by stunning illustrations!

32 / 8 x 10 / W
978-1-63158-153-3

---

**The Yonomicon**
The Ultimate Yo-Yo Resource
Mark McBride

Foreword by Steve Brown

This ultimate handbook for everything about the Yo-Yo from theory to tricks and more!

160 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-251-6

---

**STEM Starters for Kids Science Activity Book**
Sam Hutchinson
Designed by Vicky Barker

Inspire young minds with this science activity book!

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
32 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-192-2

---

**STEM Starters for Kids Technology Activity Book**
Catherine Bruzzone
Designed by Vicky Barker

Inspire young minds with this technology activity book!

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
32 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-195-3

---

**A Treasury of Bedtime Stories**
More Than 40 Classic Tales for Sweet Dreams!
Edited by Althea L. Clinton
Color illustrations by Eleanora Madsen
Black-and-white illustrations by Fern Bisel Peat

More than fifty illustrations accompany this essential collection of bedtime stories!

$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
96 / 8 x 10 / W
978-1-944686-07-9

---

**The Velveteen Rabbit**
Margery Williams
Illustrated by William Nicholson

A classic children’s story about a stuffed rabbit who longs to be real.

$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
48 / 8 x 10 / W
978-1-944686-46-8

---

**The Wonderful Wizard of Oz**
L. Frank Baum
Illustrated by W. W. Denslow
Foreword by Michael Patrick Hearn

The classic edition of one of the most popular stories of all time.

$14.99 hc (Can. $22.99)
352 / 6 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-944686-88-8

---

**Tales from the Arabian Nights**
Illustrated by Milo Winter

“Hypnotizing.” —Atlantic Monthly

$14.99 hc (Can. $22.99)
328 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-185-4

---

**The Yonomicon**
The Ultimate Yo-Yo Resource
Mark McBride

Foreword by Steve Brown

This ultimate handbook for everything about the Yo-Yo from theory to tricks and more!

160 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-251-6

---

**Superheroes of the Constitution**
J.M. Bedell
Illustrated by Bill Greenhead

Not all heroes wear capes!

112 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-233-2

---

**STEM Starters for Kids Science Activity Book**
Sam Hutchinson
Designed by Vicky Barker

Inspire young minds with this science activity book!

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
32 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-192-2

---

**STEM Starters for Kids Technology Activity Book**
Catherine Bruzzone
Designed by Vicky Barker

Inspire young minds with this technology activity book!

$6.99 pb (Can. $10.99)
32 / 8 ½ x 9 ½ / NA
978-1-63158-195-3

---

**A Treasury of Bedtime Stories**
More Than 40 Classic Tales for Sweet Dreams!
Edited by Althea L. Clinton
Color illustrations by Eleanora Madsen
Black-and-white illustrations by Fern Bisel Peat

More than fifty illustrations accompany this essential collection of bedtime stories!

$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
96 / 8 x 10 / W
978-1-944686-07-9

---

**The Velveteen Rabbit**
Margery Williams
Illustrated by William Nicholson

A classic children’s story about a stuffed rabbit who longs to be real.

$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
48 / 8 x 10 / W
978-1-944686-46-8

---

**The Wonderful Wizard of Oz**
L. Frank Baum
Illustrated by W. W. Denslow
Foreword by Michael Patrick Hearn

The classic edition of one of the most popular stories of all time.

$14.99 hc (Can. $22.99)
352 / 6 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-944686-88-8

---

**Tales from the Arabian Nights**
Illustrated by Milo Winter

“Hypnotizing.” —Atlantic Monthly

$14.99 hc (Can. $22.99)
328 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-185-4

---

**The Yonomicon**
The Ultimate Yo-Yo Resource
Mark McBride

Foreword by Steve Brown

This ultimate handbook for everything about the Yo-Yo from theory to tricks and more!

160 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-251-6

---

**Superheroes of the Constitution**
J.M. Bedell
Illustrated by Bill Greenhead

Not all heroes wear capes!

112 / 6 x 9 / W
978-1-63158-233-2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Translator/Foreword</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meditations</td>
<td>Marcus Aurelius</td>
<td>Translated by George Long</td>
<td>“Their icy blasts are refreshing and restorative. They tell you the worst. And having heard the worst, you feel less bad.”</td>
<td>$3.50 pb</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>978-1-945186-24-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl</td>
<td>Harriet Jacobs</td>
<td></td>
<td>“A command of rhetorical devices and narrative strategies rivaled only by that of Frederick Douglass. . . a remarkably well-written narrative.” — The New York Times</td>
<td>$3.95 pb</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>978-1-945186-02-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Guinness Book of Superlatives</td>
<td>Norris McWhirter and Ross McWhirter</td>
<td>Foreword by Andrew Austin</td>
<td>The first edition of the most famous fact book on Earth!</td>
<td>$14.99 pb</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>978-1-945186-44-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Call of the Wild and White Fang</td>
<td>Jack London</td>
<td></td>
<td>Two classic adventure tales from one of the most popular fiction writer of the twentieth century.</td>
<td>$4.50 pb</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>978-1-945186-00-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson’s First Aid Manual</td>
<td>Frederick B. Kilmer</td>
<td></td>
<td>The classic 1929 guide to first aid by a household name in America.</td>
<td>$7.99 pb</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>978-1-945186-42-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Sense</td>
<td>Thomas Paine</td>
<td>Foreword by Harvey J. Kaye</td>
<td>“Wild success . . . The title of the work is neither a misnomer nor hyperbole. His arguments really are common sense.” — The Federalist</td>
<td>$3.50 pb</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>978-1-945186-32-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communist Manifesto</td>
<td>Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels</td>
<td>Foreword by Andrew Austin</td>
<td>“Vivid, even visionary.” — The New York Times</td>
<td>$2.50 pb</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>978-1-945186-25-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracula</td>
<td>Bram Stoker</td>
<td></td>
<td>“A fascinating entity . . . Heartbreaking . . . Beautifully realized . . . Dracula is the vampire and the novel is the vampire novel.” — Guardian</td>
<td>$5.50 pb</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>978-1-945186-35-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Call of the Wild and White Fang</td>
<td>Jack London</td>
<td></td>
<td>Two classic adventure tales from one of the most popular fiction writer of the twentieth century.</td>
<td>$4.50 pb</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>978-1-945186-00-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracula</td>
<td>Bram Stoker</td>
<td></td>
<td>“A fascinating entity . . . Heartbreaking . . . Beautifully realized . . . Dracula is the vampire and the novel is the vampire novel.” — Guardian</td>
<td>$5.50 pb</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>978-1-945186-35-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Guinness Book of Superlatives</td>
<td>Norris McWhirter and Ross McWhirter</td>
<td>Foreword by Andrew Austin</td>
<td>The first edition of the most famous fact book on Earth!</td>
<td>$14.99 pb</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>978-1-945186-44-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Guinness Book of Superlatives</td>
<td>Norris McWhirter and Ross McWhirter</td>
<td>Foreword by Andrew Austin</td>
<td>The first edition of the most famous fact book on Earth!</td>
<td>$14.99 pb</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>978-1-945186-44-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl</td>
<td>Harriet Jacobs</td>
<td></td>
<td>“A command of rhetorical devices and narrative strategies rivaled only by that of Frederick Douglass. . . a remarkably well-written narrative.” — The New York Times</td>
<td>$3.95 pb</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>978-1-945186-02-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Guinness Book of Superlatives</td>
<td>Norris McWhirter and Ross McWhirter</td>
<td>Foreword by Andrew Austin</td>
<td>The first edition of the most famous fact book on Earth!</td>
<td>$14.99 pb</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>978-1-945186-44-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl</td>
<td>Harriet Jacobs</td>
<td></td>
<td>“A command of rhetorical devices and narrative strategies rivaled only by that of Frederick Douglass. . . a remarkably well-written narrative.” — The New York Times</td>
<td>$3.95 pb</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>978-1-945186-02-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Walden and Civil Disobedience
Henry David Thoreau
Foreword by Matt Graham

“My Ántonia
Willa Cather

Pride and Prejudice
Jane Austen

The Prince
Niccolò Machiavelli
Translated by W. K. Marriott
Foreword by Christopher Celenza

The Republic
Plato
Foreword by Simon Blackburn

Robert’s Rules of Order
The Original Manual for Assembly Rules, Business Etiquette, and Conduct
Henry Robert
Foreword by Chris MacDonald

The Scarlet Letter
Nathaniel Hawthorne

Twelve Years a Slave
Frederick Douglass

The Prince
Niccolò Machiavelli
Translated by W. K. Marriott
Foreword by Christopher Celenza

The Republic
Plato
Foreword by Simon Blackburn

Robert’s Rules of Order
The Original Manual for Assembly Rules, Business Etiquette, and Conduct
Henry Robert
Foreword by Chris MacDonald

The Scarlet Letter
Nathaniel Hawthorne

Twelve Years a Slave
Solomon Northup

“An iconoclast in literature.” —Ralph Waldo Emerson

“An American classic . . . Since it appeared in 1876, Robert’s has become the go-to guide for conducting parliamentary-style meetings.” —The New York Times

$12.99 hc (Can. $19.99)
208 / 4 ½ x 6 ½ / W
978-1-945186-40-0

“Alive with the miraculous vitality of genius . . . The Scarlet Letter combines the strength and substance of an oak with the subtle organization of a rose.” —Atlantic

$3.50 pb (Can. $5.50)
208 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-05-9


$4.25 pb (Can. $7.25)
216 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-06-6

“No romantic novel ever written in America, by man or woman, is one half so beautiful as My Ántonia.” —H. L. Mencken

$4.25 pb (Can. $7.25)
232 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-03-5

“In other words, all I want to be is the Jane Austen of south Alabama.” —Harper Lee, author of To Kill a Mockingbird

$5.50 pb (Can. $8.50)
304 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-19-6

“If any books change the world, Republic has a good claim to first place.” —The Guardian

$5.50 pb (Can. $8.50)
304 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-27-1

“A profound text, a horrible vision of the power and frailty of human self-delusion.” —The Guardian

$3.99 pb (Can. $5.99)
204 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-17-2

“See what a mind might have been stifled in bondage.” —Margaret Fuller

$3.50 pb (Can. $5.50)
112 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-18-9

“As I read it, I couldn’t help wondering which of our own leaders have read it and which have not.” —The Guardian

$5.00 pb (Can. $8.00)
96 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-26-4


$4.25 pb (Can. $7.25)
216 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-06-6

“In other words, all I want to be is the Jane Austen of south Alabama.” —Harper Lee, author of To Kill a Mockingbird

$5.50 pb (Can. $8.50)
304 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-19-6

“If any books change the world, Republic has a good claim to first place.” —The Guardian

$5.50 pb (Can. $8.50)
304 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-27-1

“A profound text, a horrible vision of the power and frailty of human self-delusion.” —The Guardian

$3.99 pb (Can. $5.99)
204 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-17-2

“See what a mind might have been stifled in bondage.” —Margaret Fuller

$3.50 pb (Can. $5.50)
112 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-18-9

“As I read it, I couldn’t help wondering which of our own leaders have read it and which have not.” —The Guardian

$5.00 pb (Can. $8.00)
96 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-26-4


$4.25 pb (Can. $7.25)
216 / 5 ½ x 8 ¼ / W
978-1-945186-06-6
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Racehorse Publishing is an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing devoted to responding rapidly to new market trends. We are attentive to and opportunities in the retail and entertainment worlds and look to turn them into exciting projects of our own. Whether it is developing new books quickly on the latest new game, new interest in a particular period of history, or rediscovering out-of-print classics, Racehorse reacts quickly—often instantly—to produce high-quality books on a wide range of topics.

Racehorse for Young Readers, our imprint for children’s books, similar to Racehorse Publishing, reacts quickly when new opportunities arise. With picture books, activity books, children’s fiction, and new editions of classic books, we look to publish in a range of titles that will enrich and encourage adventurous, budding book lovers.

Clydesdale Press is an imprint of Skyhorse devoted to bringing into print classic books in affordable new editions, often with new contributions from some of today’s most intriguing authors and personalities.